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Dear Flyers,

This past year serving as President of SGA has truly been the honor of
a lifetime. When I began my career at UD, I never imagined I would be blessed
with this role and I truly hope I have not let anyone down who has supported
me throughout the years. I am so thankful and I could not be more proud of the
accomplishments of the organization this year; SGA has worked extensively to
increase outreach and strategically refine relationships with the administration.
Specifically, the outreach of SGA has extended to an all-time high thanks
to the incredible work of our Vice President of Communication Rhyan Pearson,
Maddi Cooperrider and her committee, and every SGA member who acted as
an “SGA Cheerleader”. This year, thanks to the efforts of Elections Chair Sophia
Spooner, we saw an incredible turnout for the Spring Elections and, surpassing
last year’s record of 22.5%, this year’s 44.1% shattered all expectations for student
participation and we couldn’t be more appreciative or excited. With the creation
of the Sustainability Student Leadership Council, SGA has also seen an increase
in outreach with the leaders of every sustainability organization and department
on campus. In addition, two new committees began their groundbreaking work.
The Mental Health and Disability Advocacy committees have expanded the reach
of SGA to areas of campus that had previously seen little of our organization. In
addition, these committees advocated for their own interest areas, thus fulfilling
the mission of the organization in an impressive way. At the end of the year, SGA
also created the Campus Safety Committee, and I couldn’t be more excited to see
what this committee accomplishes next year.
In terms of SGA’s relationship with the administration, this year has been
slightly challenging. Campus saw the University cut ties with Dayton2Daytona,
the placement of St. Patrick’s Day over spring break, the prohibition of students
from returning to campus before 3pm on St. Patrick’s Day. Although these
decisions were controversial amongst students, SGA was able to handle these
challenges of advocating for and communicatiom with students in a beneficial
and positive way. Following these decisions, SGA immediately went to work to
bring back a major music festival on campus. On April 27th, SGA and CAB
hosted the Senior Send-Off and Student Music Festival. In addition, SGA
compelled the administration to agree to communicate better with students and
to involve students in decisions that will affect them.
This has truly been a historic year for SGA. Our campus outreach has
reached an all-time high. We have hosted and co-hosted more PATH-eligible
events for students than ever before. We have created three new SGA committees.
We have held a record-breaking election. We have accomplished all of our
administration promises in regards to wellness, progress, and transparency. We
have strived to and succeeded in furthering our mission every single day. I wake
up every day thankful to be a Flyer and grateful to be President of this incredible
organization. I could not be more excited to see how SGA progresses further
next year alongside Tyler Clogg as my newly elected Vice President. Thank you
for an incredible year and be on the lookout for continued progress next year!
As always, Go Flyers!
-Bryan Borodkin
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Dear Flyers,
Serving as Vice President this year has been the most wonderful
experience that I have had to date.
This year we placed a lot of emphasis on the importance of mental health,
public safety, and transparency initiatives. Through the creation of the Campus
Clarity program, we were able to bring administrators and students together to
discuss hot topics on campus. This series is something that I was specifically
passionate about, as bringing together voices across campus to discuss happenings
is critical.

Joseph Myers

(Speaker of the Senate)

Brian Mercado

(Chief of Staff)

Jack Fisher

As leaders on campus, SGA has striven and will continue to strive to
create those spaces to foster productive dialogue. Also, we hope that the newly
implemented Senior Send-Off and Spring Concert will soon be considered a
campus tradition. This new event will help foster the community feeling that we
all hold so close to our hearts.

(Chief of Staff)

This year SGA has done a wonderful job of working as one cohesive, tightknit group which truly made it a very fun and successful year. I look forward to
seeing what the organization does in the future!

(Chief of Staff)

-Erica Szczechowski

Tyler Clogg

Lauren Lanham

(Executive Secretary)

Duke Tobin

(Sergeant at Arms)

Vice President Erica Szczechowski and President Bryan Borodkin
American Student Government Association New Officers Conference
(Orlando, Florida)

Members of the 2018-2019 Student Government Association
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Finance

My goal with SGA is to help this campus unify and hear the students, making it an
advantageous environment for everyone. As the Vice President of Finance I perform
these tasks: Maintain up-to-date financial records, compile monthly reports, and
present reports at the end of each term, periodically update the Senate on the financial
condition of the UD Student Government Association, audit monthly transactions to
ensure consistency within our funds ($100,000 +), dealing with 120 + organizations.
This year, we...
- Allocated budget of almost $200,000
- Awarded various organizations over $96,000
- Completed 20 Special Requests for organizations to help them achieve goals, attend
events and create programming

Spring 2019 Student Organization Funding Breakdown
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Vice President of
Finance:
Jakob Rosati

Senators:

Jacob Troutwine
Michael Sundermeier
Lexi Szilvas
Cindy Ojeda

Vice President of
Communication:
Rhyan Pearson

Communications
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This year was a very successful one in terms of communications and outreach.
Coming into this academic year, we wanted to expand the ways in which SGA
communicated with the student body as well as how we publicized events and
initiatives. We are looking forward to another successful year in 2019 and 2020!
Goals:
•

Expand SGA’s social media following

•

Engage more with students on all platforms

•

Make weekly Senate meetings accessible to as many students as possible

•

Improve number and consistency of social media posts and press releases

•

Work closely with SGA committees to create promotional graphics

•

Strengthen relationship with University Marketing and Communications to
work closely together in the future.

Achievements:
•

Began live-streaming Senate meetings and SGA events using Mevo
platform, reaching many students and attracting attention of alumni, staff,
faculty and Board members

•

Worked with Special Programs Committee to promote and create graphics
for SGA programming and events

•

Greatly increased social media following

•

Engaged students on every platform (email, social media, in person)

•

Wrote multiple press releases on important events in the world and
community

•

Worked closely with Universtity Marketing and Communications to review
content of publicized messages

•

Took over creation of the SGA Annual Report

2018 American Student Government Association National Summit
(Washington, D.C.)
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Programming

This year, the Special Programs Committee facilitated a record number of
events, with a wide range of topics. We are also looking forward to even more
programming and student engagement in the future!
Goals:
•

Facilitate informative and productive events which are open to all students
on campus

•

Engage a wide range of students

•

Promote events to reach as many students as possible

Signature Series (multiple events for each):
•

Tough Talks

•

Campus Clarity (new this year)

Events:
•

Student-Athlete Advisory Committee Panel

•

Meet Your SGA

•

Chaminade Hall Vision Forum

•

Public Safety Advocates Launch Forum

•

Student Rights and Understanding the Conduct System (with Student
Advocates)

•

An Inside Look Into YOUR Common Academic Program

•

Meet Your Academic Representatives

•

Speed Roommating

•

Collaborated on Senior Send-Off Events:

•

•

Senior Brunch and Toast

•

SGA Student Music Festival

•

CAB Spring Concert featuring Chris Lane

Chair of Special
Programs:

Maddi Cooperrider

Special Programs
Committee
Members:

Shannon Uram
Maggie Holz
Simon Shea
Logan Swick
Joseph DePalma
Derek Olson
Rhyan Pearson (VP of
Communication)

Senators:

Michael Sundermeier

Last Day of Classes Ben and Jerrys

President Bryan Borodkin, Vice President Erica Szczechowski and
Director of Academic Affairs Connor Savage
Up the Orgs (Fall 2018)
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Academic Affairs

The Academic Affairs Committee had a great year! Overall our goal was to
better engage students and find what their real needs and concerns were in
regards to their academics. We accomplished this by first hosting two PATH
eligible events. The first was “Meet Your Academic Representatives,” where our
committee spoke to students about what we do, our goals and then we broke
out into small groups to get their feedback. This was a very successful event and
we hope it will continue for next year. Our second event had representatives
from the Common Academic Program (CAP) come speak to students about
the program’s background and then receive feedback from them. This was great
because now more students have a better understanding of their degrees and
the CAP administrators have feedback they can work with.
We also were able to accomplish even more. During finals week in the fall,
we handed out SGA stress balls and free hot chocolate in KU to our students.
Rowen Gray, our Humanities Representative, worked with the College to
have a weekly study space for Humanities’ students at Heritage Coffeehouse.
Our other representatives were also great in engaging their constituents and
school administrators on a daily basis. We are ending the year by helping
cover the cost for a student to attend and present her research at a conference
in Washington D.C. this summer. Overall it was an amazing year and we are
happy to have made great strides forward!

Marianist Involvement
This year the Director of Marianist Involvement and his committee have
made great strides for the future. The Director has made sure to establish a
connection with Campus Ministry and have a member of the Campus Ministry
staff on his committee for a strong and frequent source of communication. The
Director and his committee plan to continue to this connection and strengthen
it in the future.
In terms of events, the committee hosted the first ever “Chaminade
Celebration,” an event that attracted over 300 people. This event focused on the
life and legacy of Father Chaminade and took place on his feast day (January
22). We plan to continue this event next year with new ideas and ways to build
off of this year’s progress. Finally, we (as well as the rest of SGA) helped to put
on the annual Fish Fry with Campus Ministry. The Director sat on the Fish
Fry planning committee and made sure that volunteers showed up and knew
what their assigned tasks were. This event was also successful with 350 people
served and closer to 400 people showing up to listen to the music and absorb
the atmosphere. Overall, the Director and his committee are grateful for the
ability to serve the UD community and uphold the Marianist values that make
the University of Dayton so great.
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Director of
Academic Affairs:

Connor Savage

Academic
Representatives:

Rowen Gray
(Humanities)
Noah Leibold
(Natural Sciences)
James Brill
(Engineering)
Willow Lopez
(Social Sciences)
Brad Hoefflin
(Buisness)
Diandra Walker
(Education & Health
Sciences)

Director of Marianist
Involvement:
Samuel Enderby

Committee Members:

Cara Faddoul
Thomas Burchet
Richard Cramer
Bradley Seligmann
Samanetha Kennedy
Michael Travisano
Claire Evanse
Tyler Clogg (Chief of
Staff)

Senators:

Jake Jagels
Andrew Hubert

Chair of
Sustainability
Committee:

Sustainability
Accomplishments:
•

Held a “Meet Your Sustainability Leaders” forum where student and faculty
leaders facilitated a discussion about what they do, programs they offer and
what initiatives students want to see on campus.

•

Along with leaders of SGA and HSI, formed the Sustainability Student
Leadership Council to connect leaders with open discussion in monthly
meetings. This allows different groups to collaborate, share, and plan for
UD’s sustainable future.

•

Created a workshop for UD clubs to align their club missions and goals
with the UN’s Sustainable Development goals. This initiative also includes
a newsletter that describes what clubs are included and what goals they are
trying to achieve.

•

Partnered with RHA to hold the “Sustainability Call to Action” forum for
students living in UD housing to help find small changes in their lives that
can move toward sustainability.

•

Helped Sustainability Club with events for EarthFest including a craft table,
transportation signage, and set-up.

•

Provided reusable straws to Flyer Enterprises so they could gauge student
interest in making the campus more sustainable. This effort helps connect
the sustainability mission with economics and shows that it can be
beneficial to all.

Allyson Cox

Sustainability
Committee
Members:

Elizabeth Mazza
Julia Hunter
Maggie Boru
Noel Michel
Ryan Kronk
Calvin Unroe
Cameron Fredecker
John Milligan

Standing
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Chaudhaury Ummiya

Senators:

Goals for the Future:
•

Nick Oesterling

Continue the Sustainability Student Leadership Council with the other
leaders in the years to come.

•

Continue the workshop for clubs to integrate the Sustainable Development
Goals into club missions and the accompanying newsletter.

•

Help HSI with the neighborhood composting program.

Cindy Ojeda

Chair of Issues and
Bylaws Committee:
Duke Tobin
(Sergeant at Arms)

Senators:

Nick Oesterling
Jacob Troutwine
Jake Jagels

Issues and Bylaws
The Issues and Bylaws Committee met several times this year to better
understand and revise the Student Government Bylaws. Senators Jacob
Troutwine, Jake Jagels, and Nick Oesterling and Sergeant at Arms Duke Tobin
made up the committee and used their knowledge of both Student Government
and the University of Dayton community to prepare revisions to propose to the
rest of the Senate. Some of the major revisions included the addition of both
the Mental Health Committee and the Disability Advocacy Committee and
their duties, revisiting and rewording the Campus Unity Committee’s role as a
whole, and the addition of a Class Representative duty of serving on at least one
standing committee at all times. These revisions passed with a unanimous vote
of the Senate in mid-January.
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Mental Health

We first established a brief but concise mission statement on October 1st
for the committee that reads “The primary mission of this committee is to
advocate for reduced stigmatization of mental health issues, increase awareness
of such issues, and promote a healthy mental lifestyle. This committee also aims
to educate students in these issues and encourage dialogue between students.”
On October 10th for World Mental Health Day we collected nearly 150
signatures from people who signed the “Stigma Free Pledge” to reduce stigma
around mental illness. Those who pledged received a green ribbon and a flyer
with mental health related information and a copy of the pledge.
In November we were committed to the theme of thankfulness. Research shows
there are tremendous mental health benefits to reflecting on the things you
are grateful for. We created and distributed roughly 500 custom calendars that
prompted students to write down something to be thankful for everyday in
November.
We also hosted the “Take Action: Mental Health Workshop” PATH event
in November. One-hundred and twenty (120) people participated in our
workshop led by guest speaker Sarah Dewitt who spoke about various healthy
mental health practices.
We designed “Lifeline Ribbons” and cards that we distributed to students and
faculty to use as a medium of communication for those who have difficulty
communicating verbally when something is wrong.
In February we held two PATH events. “Strength in Solidarity” featured Flora
Igah from the counseling center who presented a PowerPoint on steps to
reduce anxiety and other mental illness. This was followed by two students who
shared their personal testimonies of their battles with mental illness and how
they approach mental health. Eighty-eight (88) students attended. At the end
of February we held the “Harmony in Health” panel event with various mental
health figures on campus. The panel was a huge success with 150 students
attending.
We played a pivotal role in promoting the Healthy Minds Survey and we were
able to increase participation in the survey by 3%. We also have designed and
ordered custom Mental Health committee shirts to spread the message of
“Healing is not linear.” Currently we are working with Active Minds to assist
with M-Fest.
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Co-Chairs of Mental
Health Committee:

Brianna Gavin
Ryan Muskin

Mental Health
Committee
Members:

Ellen Gestner
Austin Coyler
Rachel Daley
Megan Kessen
Kent Stadulis
Christopher Lanese
Madisen Brewer
Annika Geiser
Katie Garland
Noah Leibold (Natural
Sciences Representative)

Senators:

Maggie Ward
Lexi Szilvas

Chair of Elections
Committee:
Sophia Spooner

Committee Members:
Tony Locastro
Gina Crisanti
Ryan Scott
Jacob Buck

Co-Chairs of
Disability Advocacy
Committee:
Maria Burns
Richie Nagy

Disability Advocacy
Committee
Members:
Katie Garland
Eleni Papastratakos
Bridget Graham
Rachel Daley
Noah Twigg

Senators:

Elections
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This year, the Elections Committee successfully ran both Fall 2018 elections
for Class Representatives as well as Spring Elections for President and
Vice President, Directors, Academic Representatives and a Constitutional
Amendment. There was a voter turnout of 14% and 44.1% for Fall and Spring
elections, respectively, which are both record-setting numbers. The committee
also put on a successful Presidents Forum, where President/VP tickets
explained their platforms and answered questions from the audience, and held
polling stations in Kennedy Union staffed by members of the committee and
members of SGA who were not running for election. Overall, it was a very
successful year and we look forward to similar results for next year!

Disability Advocacy
The goal of the Disability Advocacy Committee is to bring awareness to
disability and disability related items to the campus community, as well as
advocate for the disabled population among the undergraduate students.
S ince this was its first year, the committee focused on forming itself, so it
did not bring to fruition any events that would constitute as advocacy. The
committee focused on what it will look like moving forward and has come up
with a way to manage funds donated by the Tomassi Family, in addition to the
funds provided by SGA.
Goals for the future:
•

Promotional materials: this can include pens, stickers, magnets, “swag,” and
potentially shirts for the committee members.

•

Speakers: a speaker, if budgeted correctly, can be brought to campus once,
perhaps twice a year. This speaker would present on disability in some
fashion, and the goal is to raise awareness on the macro and micro scale.
The macro scale would be about what people with disabilities encounter
and the micro would be on how an individual can contribute to the
betterment of people with disabilities at UD, their local community, and
national community.

•

Events: with whatever money remains, the committee can use it to provide
events that promote disability awareness and advocacy. This is not fully
envisioned what these events will look like, but that is the intention. This is
up to the future committee to create events that they deem worthwhile in
promoting advocacy for the campus community.

•

As outlined in the legislation for this committee, it is required that the
committee partake in the “Think This is Easy?” training provided by the
Access Center for Independent Living. It is estimated that this training will
cost approximately $700-$750. The Co-Chairs this year determined that
this training be done twice a year: once in the Fall and once in the Spring.
This cost was determined to accommodate 7-8 people. These people
will automatically include the two (2) co-chairs, SGA President and VP,
Committee Senator(s) (1-2). This cost is variable and can fluctuate. The
Co-Chairs will attend each training.

Tongyu Guo
Andrew Hubert
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Residential Affairs

Goals:

Blair Elmore

•

Fall: Promote residential sustainability

•

Spring: Help shape RHA into a resource to help residents balance their
mental and physical health on campus, expand RHA’s influence and make
RHA’s growth sustainable

Events:
•

Sustainability Call to Action: This PATH-eligible event showed residents
different ways they could live sustainably in their residences.

•

Being Healthy Residents: This event was meant to promote different ways
for residents to balance their spiritual, mental, social, and physical health
and to help them develop conflict resolution skills.

•

In addition to these events that we hosted, our committee was in support
of any major events that the RHA Executive Board hosted such as: Fall Fest
and the Sophomore Showcase.

Achievements:
•

Fall
We managed to host a successful event that seemed to have a big impact
on those who attended. We also managed to make sustainability a part of
the agenda in early SGA meetings during the Spring 2018 semester.

•

Director of
Residential Affairs:

Spring
We helped create the Vice President of Residential Affairs position within
RHA. This puts RHA in a position to work more effectively, efficiently, and
cohesively in the future.
Our committee started the tradition of the RHA Committee of Residential
Affairs releasing a survey for the student body to fill out every semester.
This will allow RHA to directly understand the needs and wants of
Residents to know which ways it should best advocate for them.

First Meeting of the Student Sustainability Leadership Council (SSLC)
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Residential
Advocacy
Committee
Members:

Ryan Maguire
Laura Bute
Shaun Lynch
Nick Hietkamp
Isabel Gerardino
Jack Fisher (Chief of
Staff)

Senators:

Jacob Troutwine
Kelly Stewart
Tongyu Guo

Director of Campus
Unity:
Maya Smith-Custer

Committee
Members:

Annie Philbin
Jordyn Mitchell
Solomon West
Michael Sia
Charlotte Nkong

Senators:

Tongyu Guo
Mayra Baeza
Ryan Schmidt

Campus Unity
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This year, the Campus Unity Committee continued its legacy as a driving
force behind community dialogue and tackling important societal topics. The
committee continued the Tough Talks Signature Series and facilitated a number
of new events, including the Asian American Pacific Islander Community
Panel in October, CADRE partnership and training events in January/February,
OMA Voter Registration drive in November and film screenings of “Model
Minority” and “The Shadow of Hate.”
Signature Series Events
•

Tough Talks: Inclusive Community Language (LGTBQ+) - October
Co-hosted with LGBTQ+ Support Services and Office of Multicultural
Affairs for CME Week

•

Tough Talks: International Inclusivity - November
Discussion focused on global consciousness and ways we can be more
inclusive of international students

•

Tough Talks: Flight Check - January
Discussion on colorism, colorblindness and racial slurs

•

Tough Talks: A Day In the Life with BATU - February
Facilitated dialogue about the Black Experience at UD and Black History
Month

•

Tough Talks: Intersectional Feminism with FemUD - February
Facilitated dialogue about intersectionality and the history of feminism

•

Tough Talks: Race, Religion and American History with Welcome Dayton January
UD Alumni community event (formerly known as Islamophobia Town
Hall)

Accomplishments
•

Added Asian American Association Representative Position to SGA October
Joint position between the Campus Unity Committee and the AAA
Executive Board

•

AIM 4 survey events - November
Two PATH-eligible events to educate students about the efforts of the AIM
4 Community Excellence survey and encourage students to take it

•

UDiversity Modules
Created new scenarios for the UDiversity Module to be released this June

Works-in-progress (as of April)
•

Hate Doesn’t Fly
Created a timeline of racial discrimination at UD by using Flyer News, the
Yearbook, the University archives, and interviews of black alumni
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Documents

Legislation - Bills

SB1819-01 Elections Confirmation
SB1819-02 Attendance Policy
SB1819-03 Presidential Appointments
SB1819-04 SGA Budget Proposal
SB1819-05 Fall Funding Week
SB1819-06 Special Request: Model UN
SB1819-07 Special Request: Alpha Phi Alpha
SB1819-08 Special Request: Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
SB1819-09 Special Request: Pershing Rifles
SB1819-10 Senior Class Representative Appointment Approval
SB1819-11 Special Request: Studio Theatre
SB1819-12 Special Request: Skiing and Snowboarding Club
SB1819-13 Elections Timeline for Spring 2019
SB1819-14 Special Request: Rowing (Men)
SB1819-15 Special Request: Alpha Psi Lambda
SB1819-16 Special Request: American Institute of Chemical Engineers
SB1819-17 Special Request: Catholic Life
SB1819-18 Special Request: National Society of Collegiate Scholars
SB1819-19 Amendments to Student Government Bylaws
SB1819-20 Sustainability Student Leadership Council
SB1819-21 Spring Funding Week
SB1819-22 Special Request: Epsilon Nu Tau
SB1819-23 Special Request: Indian Student Association
SB1819-24 Special Request: Outdoor Adventure Club
SB1819-25 Special Request: Studio Theatre
SB1819-26 Constitutional Amendments
SB1819-27 Special Request: Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
SB1819-28 Special Request: RE-volv
SB1819-29 Approval of Spring 2019 Elections
SB1819-30 Special Request: Libyan Student Union
SB1819-31 Special Request: College Republicans
SB1819-32 Creation of SGA Campus Safety Committee
SB1819-33 Special Request: Golf
SB1819-34 Special Request: Water Polo
SB1819-35 Elections Timeline for Fall 2019
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Legislation Resolutions

Documents,
Advocacy Projects
SR1819 01 National Mental Health Awareness Week
SR1819-02 Welcoming New Board of
SR1819-03 In Response to October 27th Pittsburgh Tragedy
SR1819-04 Asian American Association Representative
SR1819-05 Asian American Pacific Islander Community Panel
SR1819-06 Connor Alexander’s Resolution
SR1819-07 Response to Pittsburgh Tragedy
SR1819-08 AIM4 Survey and ODI Student Events
SR1819-09 In Support of NACURH 2020
SR1819-10 Response to the Discontinuation of the UDCI Program
SR1819-11 Recognition of the Sustainability Student Leadership Council
SR1819-12 Title IX Concerns
SR1819-13 Hate Has No Home Here
SR1819-14 Response to Sri Lanka Attacks

Constitutional
Amendments

Press Releases

With a vote of 2,837 to 119, the student body overwhelmingly approved the
following key amendments to the SGA constitution:
•

Disaffiliation with Dayton2Daytona

•

Removal of the Director of Residential Affairs

•

Change in the role of the Chair of Special Programs to the Director of
Special Programs

Student Government Association Elections: Undergraduate Student Body
Elects First Ever Two-Term President
Statement On Bombings In Sri Lanka And San Diego Synogague Shooting:
Advocating For Peace In The Wake Of Violence

Advocacy Projects

SGA Senators engaged in a number of advocacy projects in the community this
year. They included (but are not limited to):
•

Adding water botttle refilling stations to water fountains in Founders Hall continuing next year (Tongyu Guo - First Year Senator)

•

Working with Marycrest staff and Facilities to place tables on Marycrest
patio - continuing next year (Tommy Reese, Kelly Stewart, Jacob Troutwine
- Sophomore Senators and Lexi Szilvas - Junior Senator)

•

Promoting creation and use of the Flyer, a shuttle between campus and
Downtown Dayton, a collaboration betwwen UD and Dayton RTA (Adam
Twigg - Senior Senator)

•

Getting recycling bins placed in the Adele Center (Nick Oesterling - Senior
Senator)
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Thank you!

